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Classification With a Non-Gaussian
Model for PolSAR Data
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Abstract—In this paper, we present a generalized Wishart
classifier derived from a non-Gaussian model for polarimetric
synthetic aperture radar (PolSAR) data. Our starting point is to
demonstrate that the scale mixture of Gaussian (SMoG) distribution model is suitable for modeling PolSAR data. We show that
the distribution of the sample covariance matrix for the SMoG
model is given as a generalization of the Wishart distribution
and present this expression in integral form. We then derive
the closed-form solution for one particular SMoG distribution,
which is known as the multivariate K-distribution. Based on this
new distribution for the sample covariance matrix, termed as
the K-Wishart distribution, we propose a Bayesian classification
scheme, which can be used in both supervised and unsupervised
modes. To demonstrate the effect of including non-Gaussianity, we
present a detailed comparison with the standard Wishart classifier
using airborne EMISAR data.
Index Terms—Image classification, K-distribution, nonGaussian statistics, polarimetric synthetic aperture radar
(PolSAR), scale mixture of Gaussian (SMoG), Wishart
distribution.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A

GREAT deal of research has been devoted to statistical
modeling of single-polarization synthetic aperture radar
(SAR) images. The complex scattering coefficient has been
modeled by various non-Gaussian distributions, leading to nonRayleigh amplitude models such as the K-distribution [1] and
the Rician inverse Gaussian distribution [2]. For polarimetric
SAR (PolSAR) data, on the other hand, it has commonly been
assumed that the scattering coefficients measured at different
combinations of transmit and receive polarizations are jointly
Gaussian, with a few non-Gaussian exceptions, e.g., [3] and
[4]. This assumption has also, to a large extent, constrained the
development of PolSAR data classification methods, resulting
in classifiers based on the complex multivariate Gaussian distribution, modeling the vector of scattering coefficients, and the
complex Wishart distribution, modeling its sample covariance
(or coherency) matrix, as reviewed in [5].
While it is obvious that PolSAR data classification algorithms benefit from the introduction of additional information,
such as spatial context [6] or physical modeling of the scattering
mechanisms (target decomposition theory) [7], we focus our
interest on the influence of the underlying statistical model
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and classification based on the information contained in the
probability density function (pdf) only.
In Section II, we introduce a simple class of generally nonGaussian distributions, denoted the scale mixture of Gaussian
(SMoG) model [8]. The SMoG distributions are constructed as
a continuously scaled mixture of a complex normalized multivariate Gaussian distribution. The scale factor itself is considered as a positive random variable, whose density governs the
characteristics of the mixture model; thus, the SMoG scheme
actually describes many parametric families of distributions. In
Section III, we use this framework to arrive at a generalized
Wishart distribution for the corresponding sample covariance
matrix. This expression is given in integral form for any given
scale factor density. A closed-form solution is derived for the
particular choice where the SMoG model is the well-known
multivariate K-distribution (MK) [4]. We shall call this multilook covariance distribution the K-Wishart distribution (KW).
Our KW is essentially the same as the multilook distributions
of [9] and [10]. Recently, and in parallel with our work,
Frery et al. [6] have addressed the importance of nonGaussianity to supervised classification and have developed
similar (but not identical) algorithms. However, we extend
the work by addressing unsupervised classification, which is
significantly more difficult than supervised classification.
In Section IV, we develop Bayesian classification algorithms
based on the distribution of the sample covariance matrix for
MK-distributed data, with some specific numerical methods
being described in Section V. In order to maintain a clear
focus on the differences attributed to non-Gaussianity alone,
we intentionally do not include contextual information in our
classification, although it may be subsequently incorporated for
further classification improvement.
In Section VI, we demonstrate that the SMoG model is well
suited to represent high-resolution PolSAR data, and present
the results of unsupervised classification. The proposed algorithms are tested on simulated data set, as well as on airborne
data, from the EMISAR instrument. The difference between
the results from the standard Wishart classification and the
K-Wishart classification will illustrate the effect of including
the non-Gaussian statistical information. In Section VII, we
give our conclusions.
We denote scalar values as either lower- or uppercase standard weight characters, vectors as bold lowercase characters,
and matrices as bold uppercase characters. For simplicity,
we have not distinguished between random variables and instances of random variables, as such can be ascertained through
context.
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II. SM O G S CHEME
We model the vector of polarimetric scattering coefficients
(y) under the multidimensional SMoG scheme, which may be
expressed as
y =μ+

√ 1
zΓ 2 x

(1)

where μ is the mean vector; the scale parameter z is a strictly
positive random variable (scalar); Γ is the internal covariance
structure matrix, normalized such that the determinant |Γ| = 1;
and x is a standardized complex multivariate Gaussian variable with zero mean and identity covariance matrix, i.e.,
x ∼ NC (0, I). The general interpretation is that the scalar
term z describes “texture” and that the Gaussian term x describes the speckle phenomenon [11]. This scheme is also
referred to as a “product model,” and the scale term is introduced here as a square root variable because the z variable
models the variance of the signal rather than its amplitude.
We have chosen to normalize the covariance structure matrix
instead of the scale parameter in this paper because of the
analogy between the average scale E{z} and the radar cross
section σ of 1-D data (also described in [11]), even though this
interpretation is not straightforward for multidimensional data.
We will assume that μ = 0. This assumption is well justified
for natural environments, where the in-phase and quadrature
values of y are theoretically expected to be, and generally are,
zero mean.
This scheme describes different parametric families of distributions, depending on the scale parameter distribution fz (z).
We have previously described several different models [12],
and the key properties of these scale mixture models are that
they describe symmetric sparse (heavy tailed) distributions with
a global shape for all dimensions (due to the scalar product
term z, describing non-Gaussianity) and an allowable width
variation and complex covariance between dimensions (described by the Γ matrix, representing the polarimetric information). The two-parameter multivariate K-distribution (MK)
describes a range of shapes, as well as widths, and includes
the multivariate Gaussian as a limiting case. The MK has
theoretical links to the nature of distributed target scattering
and can be derived from Brownian motion models [1], [4]. The
flexibility of the MK model, with its parametric form ranging
from Gaussian to highly non-Gaussian, makes it well suited
to describe the full range of shapes found in PolSAR data.
Although the generalization of the Wishart distribution could
use any model family under the SMoG scheme, we have chosen
our demonstration with the MK model because it is widely
known and both the MK and the KW have been shown to be
good fits to real PolSAR data [4], [9].
The multivariate K-distribution results from a gammadistributed scale parameter z, which we describe with a shape
parameter α > 0 and a scale parameter μz > 0. The pdf of z is

fz (z; α, μz ) =

α
μz

α



α
z α−1
exp − z
Γ(α)
μz

where Γ(·) is the standard Γ-function.

(2)

The pdf of the multivariate K-distribution for complex amplitude, assuming that μ = 0, is
 α
α
2
fY (y; α, μz , Γ) = d
π Γ(α) μz
⎞α− d2
⎛
H Γ−1 y
μ
y
z
⎠
×⎝
2α
⎛
× Kα− d ⎝
2

⎞
2αyH Γ−1 y ⎠
μz

(3)

where Km (x) is a modified Bessel function of the second kind
with order m, (·)H represents the Hermitian conjugate operator,
and d is the vector dimension.
Statistical modeling is achieved by fitting the parametric MK
distribution to the data points in a local neighborhood around
each pixel, under the assumption that the points are from the
same distribution within the neighborhood. We estimate model
parameters using a fast moment-based method, which includes
computation of the sample covariance and multivariate kurtosis
(see Section V or [12] for details).
III. G ENERALIZED W ISHART D ISTRIBUTION
In PolSAR, the original data vector y is usually composed
directly of scattering matrix terms or combinations thereof, as
in the Pauli basis k. That is
⎤
⎡
SHH
√
y = ⎣ (SHV + SV H )/ 2 ⎦
SV V
or

⎡

⎤
SHH + SV V
1
k = √ ⎣ SHH − SV V ⎦
2 S
HV + SV H

(4)

√
where the factor 2 arises from the requirement to conserve
the total scattered power. In either case, if the vector is assumed
to be complex multivariate Gaussian, then the complex sample
covariance matrix C formed by a multilook average over L
individual vector points will be complex Wishart distributed
[13]. We denote this as C ∼ WC (L, Σ), with L degrees of freedom, centered around the true covariance matrix Σ = E{C}.
Here, we use the Wishart density for the normalized covariance
matrix C rather than for the total sum S = LC. That is,
provided that the number of looks L ≥ d, the vector dimension, and
1
C=
L

L

yl ylH

or

l=1

1
L

L

kl kH
l

(5)

l=1

then the Wishart pdf of C is given by
fC (C; L, Σ) =



LLd |C|L−d exp −L tr(Σ−1 C)
|Σ|L I(L, d)

(6)
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where tr(·) and | · | denote the trace operation and the determinant, respectively, and
I(L, d) = π

d(d−1)
2

d


Γ(L − i + 1)

(7)

i=1

is a normalization constant.
If we do not assume that the original vector is Gaussian, but
instead
√ describe it by the non-Gaussian scale mixture model,
y = zΓ1/2 x, then the multilook covariance matrix becomes
1
L

C=

L

yl ylH =
l=1

1
L

 1   1 H
z l Γ 2 xl Γ 2 xl
.

L

(8)

l=1

Assuming the simplification that the texture (described by z)
has higher spatial correlation than the speckle (described by x)
over “small” local neighborhoods [9], then (8) becomes
C=

zL
L



L

1

Γ 2 xl



1

Γ 2 xl

H

=

l=1

zL
L

L

gl glH

(9)

l=1

where g is complex multivariate Gaussian distributed and zL is
a local scale factor that is valid for all looks in the average.
Clearly, given a value for zL , then the covariance matrix is
simply multilooked over the Gaussian variable g and must
therefore be Wishart distributed: C|zL ∼ WC (L, Σ), and

fC|zL (C|zL ) =



LLd |C|L−d exp − zL tr(Γ−1 C)
L

zLLd I(L, d)

(10)

where we have used the fact that the expected covariance
matrix Σ = zL Γ and that |Γ| = 1.
Therefore, the unconditional or marginal distribution of C
can be determined by integrating over the prior distribution of
zL . We thus express the generalized Wishart distribution as
|C|
I(L, d)

Ld

fC (C) =

L

L−d



 exp − L tr(Γ−1 C)
z
L

(zL )Ld

fzL (zL )dzL
(11)

which is analytically solvable for some choices of fzL (zL ).
To invoke the MK model for the vector y, we will assume
(as did [9] and [10]) that the multilooked zL is Gamma distributed with a pdf given by (2), but with new model parameters αL
and μL . The resulting distribution for C, the integral in (11),
can be evaluated in closed form to be
fC (C; L, αL , μL , Γ)
 αL +Ld

2

 αL −Ld
LαL
2|C|L−d
2
tr(Γ−1 C)
=
I(L, d)Γ(αL )
μL

 
LαL
−1
× KαL −Ld 2
tr(Γ C) .
(12)
μL
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We note that this distribution takes into account that the
vector y may have a distribution that strongly deviates from
the Gaussian distribution. However, we also remark that the
multivariate Gaussian is the asymptotic model as αL → ∞,
in which case (12) becomes the standard complex Wishart
distribution. We will refer to the distribution in (12) as the
K-Wishart distribution.
We have deliberately used zL for the multilooked scale
parameter because this local value is only the same as the original vector scale mixture parameter z while the assumption of a
“small” neighborhood holds. We have found experimentally, for
larger number of looks, that the K-Wishart distribution, derived
with αL , is still a good fit to multilooked data. However, the
shape parameter is different from the underlying (single-look)
vector shape parameter α. This can be intuitively understood
because the multilook averaged shape αL would represent
some sort of mean value over the neighborhood. Therefore,
its distribution must be closer to Gaussian in shape than the
original due to the central limit theorem.
It is the simplification used to derive (9) from (8) that leads
to the difference in shape. Fortunately, the K-distribution is
infinitely divisible [14], which means that the sum of identical K-distributions will still be a K-distribution, as we observed experimentally. By comparing the expectation of the
function tr(Σ−1 C) for both the covariance matrix variable
defined by (8) and the simplified one defined by (9), we can
evaluate the transformation factor.
We assume that the vector data are MK distributed with parameters α and μz and that the multilooked data are KW distributed, i.e., have a gamma distribution for zL with parameters αL
and μL . We define U from (8) and V from (9) by
⎛
⎞
L
d
 −1

1
U = tr Σ C(8) =
zi ⎝
|xij |2 ⎠ (13)
Lμz i=1
j=1




V = tr Σ−1 C(9) =

zL
Lμz

L

⎛
⎝

i=1

d

⎞

|xij |2 ⎠

(14)

j=1

where Σ = μz Γ and |Γ| = 1. We can expand and evaluate the
moments of U and V with respect to the assumed distributions
of z, zL , and X. After some algebra
E{U } = d
μL
d
E{V } =
μz


d α+1
2
(d + 1) + (L − 1)d
E{U } =
L
α
E{V 2 } =

αL + 1 d
[(d + 1) + (L − 1)d] .
αL L

(15)
(16)
(17)
(18)

By equating the first- and second-order moments of U and V ,
we get that
μL = μz
αL =

Ld + 1
α.
d+1

(19)
(20)
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As expected, the transformation to αL is a function of the
number of looks L. We have therefore derived the adjustment
factor from the vector shape α to the multilook shape αL , which
is needed for the K-Wishart expression (12). This relationship
has been experimentally verified through simulations.

IV. K-W ISHART C LASSIFIER
In this section, we apply the K-Wishart distribution given in
(12) in a Bayesian classification scheme. We assign a pixel to
the class ωj , j ∈ {1, . . . , m}, which is most probable given the
data sample C. The number of classes m must be determined
in advance. We thus select the class that maximizes
P (ωj |C; θ j ) ∝ fC (C|ωj ; θ j )P (ωj ).
(j)

(21)

(j)

Here, θ j = {αL , μL , Γ(j) } is defined as the parameters of the
K-Wishart distribution modeling class ωj .
In supervised classification, the class parameters θ j are estimated from the training data. The prior class probabilities can
be estimated as P (ωj ) = nj /N , where N is the total number
of training samples and nj is the number of those belonging
to class ωj . Using prior estimates is equivalent to maximum
a posteriori clustering. Alternatively, we may use the noninformative or equiprobable prior P (ωj ) = 1/m ∀j. In this case, we
are applying maximum-likelihood (ML) clustering.
For the unsupervised case, we propose the use of an
expectation–maximization (EM)-style algorithm to solve a
mixture model with K-Wishart-distributed mixture components and use the result for classification. That is, starting
with some initial class estimates, we reclassify each pixel to
the class maximizing (21), recalculate the model parameters
based on the new partitioning, and repeat these two steps
iteratively until convergence (defined by some stop criterion).
The resulting class partition is then the classification of the
given pixels, under the m mixtures with parameters θ j , where
j = 1, . . . , m.
V. N UMERICAL I MPLEMENTATION
A. Initial Partition
Both the standard Wishart and the K-Wishart classification methods require an initial estimate for the class parameters or, equivalently, an initial partitioning of the data points
from which the class parameters are estimated. In this paper,
we have implemented a coarse (using a smaller subsample of
the data points) k-means clustering (itself with random initialization but multiple starts) over the multivariate intensities.
We found this sufficient for our testing purposes because we
compare the standard Wishart and the K-Wishart classifiers
from the same initial partition. We have observed a repeatable
migration of classes from most starting points, but we note that
the k-means result occasionally gives a poor initial partition
for our clustering. It is, however, fast to calculate, is fully
unsupervised, and gives better results than a fully random
initialization.

B. Effective Number of Looks
The K-Wishart pdf (12) is not only dependent on the class
parameters αL , μL , and Γ but also on the number of looks L.
Real data often have some interpixel correlation, introduced by
the SAR sensor, and is equivalent to multilook averaging by
a reduced number of independent looks [11]. Therefore, we
estimate the effective number of looks (ENL) by using a simple
intensity (single-channel) variance test [11], i.e.,
ENL =

mean(I)2
var(I)

(22)

which is subsequently averaged over all dimensions.
The ENL expression was derived assuming Gaussian data,
and it is common to choose a known Gaussian-distributed
(uniform-looking) area of the image to calculate the ENL. It is
also easy to see that the estimated ENL value will be lower for
non-Gaussian data because the variance will increase with nonGaussianity. That is, there will be a bigger range from bright
to dark intensities for the same average value. In this paper, we
have manually chosen several test areas within near-Gaussian
uniform regions, aided by our non-Gaussianity measure, and
use the largest of the estimated ENL values obtained by (22).
We are currently developing fully automated and non-Gaussian
aware methods to estimate the optimum ENL.
C. Shape α, Scale μz , and Matrix Γ
The model parameters {αL , μL , Γ} are calculated per iteration from the within-class data points by fast momentbased methods. Typically, there are thousands of points in each
class, so the estimation accuracy is very good. Given only the
covariance matrix data Ci at each point i, we can estimate the
class covariance matrix Σ̂j as the average within-class covariance, i.e.,
Σ̂j =

1
nj

nj

Ci .

(23)

i=1

In our definitions, Γ is the normalized covariance structure
matrix, μL is the global scale factor, and Σ = μL Γ. Hence,
because |Γ| = 1
1

μ̂Lj = |Σ̂j | d

(24)

Γ̂j = Σ̂j /μ̂Lj .

(25)

To determine the shape parameter, we essentially calculate
the relative kurtosis (RK), which is the sample multivariate
kurtosis [15] relative to that of the standard multivariate
Gaussian and is a common measure of non-Gaussianity. Given
our scale mixture model, RK becomes the ratio of moments of
the z distribution, thus

RK =



−1
mean (yH Σ̂ y)2
d(d + 1)

=

E{z 2 }
.
(E{z})2

(26)
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The theoretical moments of the gamma distribution are
E{z} = μz

E{z 2 } =

(α + 1) 2
μz .
α

(27)

Hence, the shape is then
α̂ = 1/(RK − 1).

(28)

Given the SMoG model (1), the multilook covariance matrix
defined by (8), Σ = zL Γ, and only considering the within-class
samples, then we can define a scalar measure (a “mean-squared
Mahalanobis distance”) for each multilook covariance as
−1

M = tr(Σ̂ C) =

1
L

L




ylH Σ−1 yl .

(29)

l=1

Because z and x are independent and x ∼ NC (0, I), then, by
substituting the SMoG model for y, we can deduce that the
expectation E{M } = d and that the variance of M , expressed
in terms of the model parameters using (27), is


1
d(d + 1)
var(M) =
d+
.
(30)
L
α
By rearranging, we obtain an expression for the shape α from
the covariance data.
This shape parameter α is derived directly from the moments
of the original (single-look) scalar parameter z, and we must
apply the transformation factor, found in Section III, to estimate
the multilooked shape αL . Therefore, including the multiplying
factor, the K-Wishart shape estimate is
α̂Lj =

d(dL + 1)
.
Lvar(M) − d

Fig. 1. Polarimetric composite image of the Foulum area, Denmark. The
large box indicates the smaller test area, whereas small numbered boxes show
locations for histograms in Fig. 2.
TABLE I
SIMULATED DATA SET

(31)

D. Iterative Algorithm
We have also investigated various adaptations of the EM
algorithm and weighting schemes for parameter estimation to
try to improve the robustness of the shape estimate. Problems
occur, particularly in the non-Gaussianity parameter estimation,
because we must make sure that the class samples that we use in
estimation are both pure (no pixels from other classes mixed in)
and complete (samples from the tails are not discarded due to
truncation of the density). We found that the stochastic expectation maximization (SEM) algorithm [16] gave the best results
because the intermediate “stochastic” classification stage gave
purer and more complete probability density curves. A “hard”
(maximum-probability) classification stage tends to give “truncated” or “overlapped” curves and, therefore, incorrect shape
estimates. We applied the SEM technique to both the standard
Wishart and K-Wishart classifications for fair comparison.
VI. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
We have tested modeling and classification on an airborne
L-band (1.25-GHz) PolSAR data set acquired with the
EMISAR instrument over the agriculture test area of Foulum,

Denmark, on April 17, 1998. The resolution is 1.5 m in range by
0.75 m in azimuth. A Pauli composite image (R = HH − VV,
G = HV, and B = HH + VV) is shown in Fig. 1. The image
contains a lake (purple-blue area stretching diagonally from
the left to the bottom edge), some forest (e.g., the whitest
areas in the central image), patches of cropland separated by
roads, and some urban areas (grayish areas along the righthand edge). Ground truth data are described in [17]. Due to the
complexity of the image, we will demonstrate the classification
only in the boxed subarea near the center, as well as with a
simulated test image generated from the MK distribution, with
parameters chosen from regions within the Foulum data set.
The synthetic test image therefore represents the various nonGaussian and Gaussian classes found in the real world, but with
uniformity and known straight edges to more clearly depict the
classification results.
The true class boundaries of the test image [Fig. 4(a)] are reasonably obvious by eye, and the pattern includes some duplicate
areas such that each class has a boundary to every other class.
The simulated distribution parameters (see Table I) were taken
from the Foulum data set: locations 1 and 3 from Fig. 1 give the
“water” and “urban” classes, respectively, whereas fields C, E,
G, and H and forests D and F (from Fig. 7) were used for the
other classes. The covariance matrix values are not listed but
were estimated from the original data.
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Fig. 2. Real data observations: Non-Gaussian, global shape, polarimetric
width variations, and zero mean. Locations marked in Fig. 1. Individual and
overall shape α estimates noted.

Fig. 7 shows the test area in detail with polarimetric coloration to distinguish different Γ matrices and shape histograms
for several fields. The shape α and width μz associated with
each histogram are printed in the top left and top right, respectively. Note that the shape is estimated from the single-look
vector data and will be larger (more Gaussian) for multilooked
data. Observe that fields A and E plus the forest areas D and
F are highly non-Gaussian in shape, whereas the other fields
are nearly Gaussian (with α > 15). There are also two farm
houses in the image, circles I and J, which appear as highly
non-Gaussian bright spots.
A. Modeling
Investigating the suitability of scale mixture models, we
observe from the histograms, in Fig. 2, that the real data
vector distributions are indeed sometimes highly non-Gaussian.
Location 1 appears to be nearly Gaussian, whereas locations 2
and 3 are non-Gaussian, with location 3 clearly showing heavy
tails. Note, however, that the shape appears to be consistent
for all data dimensions at each separate location, validating
the “global” shape property resulting from the scalar product
model. The real and imaginary pairwise equal distributions are
clearly evident, as well as the width variation from one polarization to another, which can both be modeled within the covariance structure matrix Γ. The shapes depicted at locations 2
and 3 are also well fitted by the MK parametric description with
varying α parameter.
To further illustrate the potential range of shapes found in
the data, we calculated RK, from (26), over the entire image
and show the resulting non-Gaussianity map in Fig. 3. Note that
this map was evaluated with a 49-look (7 × 7) window and that
the non-Gaussianity value is affected by the window size. By
comparing the non-Gaussianity map to ground truth data, we
see that the data are virtually Gaussian (dark blue) for the lake
area stretching from the left to the bottom edge of the scene
and also much of the cropland. The forested areas (yellowish)
through the left and center of the scene show some degree of
non-Gaussianity, whereas the urban areas along the right-hand

Fig. 3. RK (non-Gaussianity) map of the Foulum area, Denmark; enhanced
color scale. Gaussian-like in blue (water and some fields); non-Gaussian
through yellow (forest) to red (buildings and boundaries).

side and many of the farm houses and field boundaries are
highly non-Gaussian (orange red). The non-Gaussian classifier
is likely to have the most influence in these non-Gaussian areas.
B. Simulated Data Classification
The unsupervised classification results for nine-look simulated data can be seen in Fig. 4(b) for the standard Wishart
classifier and in Fig. 4(c) for the non-Gaussian K-Wishart
classifier. Table II shows the accuracy tables for both results,
from the true (generated) class in each row to the classified
class, in each column. Note that both methods are pretty good in
general, with most classes being 96% to approximately 100%
(rounded off) correctly classified. The exceptions are the highly
non-Gaussian “urban” class (the three central areas), which has
a classification accuracy of 48% for the standard Wishart and
77% for the K-Wishart, and the “forest” class (light blue),
which has 63% and 83%, respectively. The standard Wishart
classifier, with its Gaussian limitation, has difficulty in grouping
the highly non-Gaussian classes into single groups and so fits
two or more Gaussian-constrained distributions to the nonGaussian data classes. Many applications use this approach
deliberately to model non-Gaussian data as a mixture of several
simpler Gaussian distributions. The non-Gaussian K-Wishart
classifier can better account for such intensity variation in one
class and shows significant improvement: 29% more accurate
for the urban class.
We include an interpretation of the performance difference
in terms of classification boundaries in Fig. 5, and, although
overly simplified, the concept is appropriate. A highly nonGaussian class is shown in red against Gaussian classes shown
in blue. If the non-Gaussian class was treated as a Gaussian,
with mean and variance being estimated from the class data,
then it would be modeled as the equivalent Gaussian shown
in dashed-red. Therefore, the class boundary of a Gaussian
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TABLE II
SIMULATED DATA RESULTS: CONFUSION MATRICES

falls where the blue and red probability density curves cross.
It is shown as the dashed-green boundary and is quite displaced
with respect to the boundary obtained when restricted to the
Gaussian model. The direction of displacement depends on the
relative magnitude of the non-Gaussian density and its equivalent Gaussian representation at the crossing points. Therefore,
relatively close class means will displace the boundary toward
the non-Gaussian class, and relatively distant means will move
the boundary away, as evident by the second blue Gaussian
curve on the right. The lower subfigure simply shows an enlarged vertical scale to better see the second crossing points.

C. Foulum Data Classification

Fig. 4. Simulated data classification, 7 classes, 9-look covariance. Note that
the most non-Gaussian “urban” class (dark blue) is improved by 29% (from
48% to 77%) with the K-Wishart classifier and the next most non-Gaussian
“forest” class (light blue) by 20%.

classifier would fall where the blue and dashed-red lines cross
and give rise to the dashed-black boundary. The true boundary,
which we might attain with a suitable non-Gaussian model,

There are several adjustable parameters involved in the
analysis, which have varying influences on the resulting classification. They are: the number of clusters m, the actual number
of points averaged (looks) L, the ENL, whether to use class
prior probability estimates or equiprobable priors, and also
the model parameter estimation methods (for instance, using
moment-based methods or the different EM iteration schemes).
We have explored the “results space” by varying these parameters and will describe some important observations. Many
of these influences are common to both the standard Wishart
and the K-Wishart algorithm, and some are specific to one and
lead to distinct differences in the two classifiers. To demonstrate
some of these differences, we include two sets of results:
Fig. 6 for a fine-resolution 8-look analysis and Fig. 8 for a
coarser/smoothed 32-look classification. We have attempted
to match the majority of colors in all figures, and we make
reference to the labels, A–K, of Fig. 7 in the discussion.
We only consider the equiprobable prior probability case
because the effect of priors would be identical for both the
Wishart and K-Wishart algorithms. We implement both algorithms as SEM (described in Section V-D) to obtain comparable class groupings for subsequent parameter estimation, and
we use the estimation expressions (described in Section V-C)
for the within-class K-Wishart parameter estimates. Thus, we
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Fig. 5. Expected classification improvement: the dashed-black boundary results when the non-Gaussian class (red) is treated as its equivalent Gaussian
(dashed-red), and the dashed-green boundary results when the true nonGaussian curve is used. Enlargement of y-scale in the lower plot.

Fig. 6. Foulum test area: Standard Wishart classifier, 11 class, eight-look
covariance.

Fig. 7. Foulum test area: Histograms with distribution shape (single-look
estimated) and width. Discussion points labeled.

Fig. 8. Foulum test area: Standard Wishart classifier, 11 class, 32-look
covariance.
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keep both algorithms as similar as possible, and the only real
difference is in the pdf model used.
The first major parameter choice (as in very many classification systems) is the number of clusters m, and this must
currently be provided in advance. We have investigated processing with many different number of classes, starting with a few
and adding additional extra classes sequentially, and comparing
each new classified image visually. It quickly became evident
that the two algorithms, the standard Wishart classifier and
the K-Wishart classifier, have a different optimum number of
classes, and that they distinguish different areas in different
orders with the addition of more classes. The examples shown
are with 11 classes because this number classifies the majority
of the classes correctly (by visual inspection) as well as shows
some differences. We will discuss and interpret four key observations from these figures.
Firstly, we draw attention to fields A, H, and E where, in
Fig. 6, we can see a distinct difference in the uniformity of
the field areas between the two classifiers. For field A (or H),
the standard Wishart classifier [Fig. 6(b)] shows the visually
single-field split into two classes (red and dark blue), whereas
the K-Wishart classifier [Fig. 6(c)] groups it as a single class
(red). This happens also for field E, where the dark pink and
grey classes in the standard Wishart classification compare to
the (mostly) dark pink class in the K-Wishart classification.
Both classifications show the same number of classes, and we
observe that the KW classification [Fig. 6(c)] has the dark
blue and gray classes in among the forested areas D and F.
Note that fields A, H, and E and the forested areas D and F
are the most non-Gaussian regions, and this is where the main
differences occur. We attribute this split class effect to the nonGaussian intensity distributions of these fields. As we explained
in Section VI-B, the Gaussian limitation of the Wishart classifier is the reason for fitting two (Gaussian) classes to each of
these highly non-Gaussian data regions. Obviously, there really
is a large variation from the bright to dark parts, and therefore,
the classification is not “wrong,” but it may not be the desired
result. The K-Wishart distribution can describe such intensity
variation within a single-class model, with a low α value, and
therefore results in a much more uniform field segmentation.
Observe that this segmentation effect is not present in the
smoother 32-look images (Fig. 8) because the larger number
of looks transforms all distribution shapes toward the Gaussian,
as described by (20) in Section III.
Secondly, the forested areas (the mostly green-colored
classes) show significant differences. In the eight-look images
(Fig. 6), more classes are assigned to the forest areas in the
K-Wishart classification than in the standard Wishart classification. However, the complexity of the segmentation makes
it difficult to describe. We note, however, that the forest is
the most non-Gaussian area in our test image and also has
the most internal variation of non-Gaussianity (i.e., shape α).
It is therefore easy to understand why the “extra” classes
(not needed for fields A and E) can find a place within the
forested areas. We do not know the ground truth details of
the forest sufficiently well to analyze the forest area, but we
presume that this is a plantation forest and that the differences
relate more to tree density (from cutting/thinning and age) than
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tree type. The smoother 32-look images [Fig. 8(b) and (c)]
depict the same number of classes in the forested areas but
still show segmentation boundary differences. Without better
ground truth, we cannot ascertain which is better. It would be
very interesting to investigate a known forested area with several different tree types (and presumed polarimetric distinction)
to analyze the sensitivity of the K-Wishart classifier to different
forest types.
Thirdly, we direct the attention to fields B, E, and K. In the
eight-look classification, field K is a mixture of B and E for
the standard Wishart image but is nearly completely the same
as field B for the K-Wishart image. In the 32-look images,
the standard Wishart has separated field K to its own class
(dark blue), whereas the K-Wishart again groups it with field B
(brown). We suggest that field K could well be a separate landcover type from visual inspection of the Pauli colored images
because it appears to have a different color (i.e., polarimetry)
from the other fields. We note also that field K is closer in
polarimetry to B than E but closer in brightness to E than B.
In numbers, the brightness μz value for K of 1.5 × 10−3 is
closer to 1.1 × 10−3 of E than 3.4 × 10−4 of B, whereas the
polarimetry, for example the ratio Γ3,3 /Γ1,1 , of 2.5 for K is
closer to 2.2 for B than 0.9 for E. The shape α of K is 19,
whereas B is 15 and E is 6. When a classification method has
too few classes to completely separate field K, it will simply
blend it in with the most similar other class. In the eightlook standard Wishart classification, the field is split half and
half with B and E, whereas the K-Wishart classification has
cleanly separated it from field E. In the 32-look images, the
standard Wishart has “correctly” separated field K, whereas the
K-Wishart continues to blend it with field B. We actually observed the mixture modeling histograms during the K-Wishart
iterative cycles and could see that the brown class was bimodal
with a very low shape value, indicating a mixed cluster, and
we postulate that field K merged with field B because of more
similar polarimetry than with field E. Given more classes, the
K-Wishart would also distinguish the fields B and K; however,
we note that it may not necessarily be the very next addition
of a class that does so, as other areas may be distinguished first.
The KW classifier has the additional feature of non-Gaussianity
to give more class distinction and gives reason, therefore, for a
different optimum number of classes.
Lastly, we focus on the bright points at I and J, which
are most obviously different in the smoother 32-look images.
Observe, in the 32-look Pauli colored image [Fig. 8(a)], that the
bright points at I are white, whereas at J, they are pink. The color difference indicates a clear polarimetric difference at the two
locations. The standard Wishart classification has labeled the
points at I as the bright yellow class, and the points at J as partly
the same bright yellow as at I, and partly the bright green of one
forest class. The K-Wishart classification [Fig. 8(c)] has very
clearly separated the bright points at J [pink on the Pauli image,
Fig. 8(a)], giving a dark blue classification, from those at I
(white on the Pauli image), giving a bright yellow classification,
as well as from any other class. Note also that the extent of the
bright yellow class at I is larger for the standard Wishart than
the K-Wishart classification. We speculate that the size and
polarimetric distinction of the KW classifier is explained by the
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concept shown in Fig. 5 (elaborated in Section VI-B) because
the tighter class boundary will give better estimates of the
point target’s covariance matrix. The broader boundary of the
Gaussian assumption will dilute the point target’s covariance
estimate, leading to less polarimetric distinction and including
more of the boundary mixture pixels into the class.
The relation between shape and number of looks means
that the differences between the standard Wishart and the
K-Wishart are reduced for larger values of L, as is evident by
comparing Figs. 6 and 8. We would like to point out that the
urban class is so highly non-Gaussian, in that it remains so even
at relatively large scales. In fact, at fine scales, the individual
trees and houses and roads are resolved within the urban area,
giving a very fragmented classification, and the single-class
label as “urban” only comes into effect at large scales. This
may be more useful for large-area coarse analyses of satellite
images than for detailed analyses and hints that there may be
interesting results by incorporating multiscale features.
ENL is not important to equiprobable standard Wishart
classification as the number of looks is canceled from the
discriminant function terms. It is, however, embedded within
many of the power and Bessel function terms of the KW
classifier, and we observed noticeably different classifications
by varying the ENL value. The examples shown here are using
the estimate calculated from manual selection of a uniform
area (see Section V-B) and are approximately 86% of the true
number of looks. We noted that setting the ENL value too
low had a far more dramatic effect on the resulting classified
image than to use too high a value. Both a reduced number
of looks and an increase in non-Gaussianity (a reduction in α)
have a similar effect on the variance of tr(Σ−1 C) [(29)], which
is a key element in both the Wishart and K-Wishart density
functions. With a high ENL value, some of the reduction of
ENL due to correlation can be absorbed into the shape estimate
instead (while still being a good fit to the data distribution).
This will not work with too low an ENL estimate because
the minimum width of the distribution, for the Gaussian data
classes, is limited by the ENL value.
Finally, we point out that the K-Wishart classifier is not
significantly slower than the standard Wishart because we have
used fast moment-based methods for parameter estimation. It
is slightly slower per iteration, but often converges in fewer
iterations, perhaps due to having more feature information,
i.e., the addition of shape, to distinguish the clusters. We note
that there are still some numerical issues in relation to accurate
shape estimation when viewing mixed clusters, as is often the
case in early stages of the algorithm or with too few number
of classes. However, after observing the data fitting throughout
the iterative process, we have gained useful insights into
methods of testing for class mixtures. We intend to investigate
the implementation of both splitting and merging stages within
the algorithm, based upon goodness-of-fit tests on the class
data histograms. Such modification would also address the
question of optimum number of classes internally. It is also
possible to apply ML iterative optimization to determine shape,
and potentially ENL simultaneously, more accurately than
the moment-based method at the expense of much increased
processing time.

VII. C ONCLUSION
We have presented a generalized Wishart distribution for
the sample covariance matrix based upon a class of generally
non-Gaussian models for the PolSAR scattering vector. We
have derived the closed-form expression corresponding to the
multivariate K-distribution, which was demonstrated to be a
suitable model for PolSAR data. Furthermore, we determined
the influence of multilook averaging on non-Gaussianity and
have derived a shape transformation factor from multivariate
K-distributed vector data to K-Wishart-distributed covariance
matrix data.
In addition, we have developed a Bayesian classifier utilizing
the K-Wishart matrix distribution and show unsupervised classification results for an agricultural area in Foulum that was imaged by the EMISAR L-band sensor. The proposed K-Wishart
classifier produces results that are distinctly different from the
standard Wishart classifier in non-Gaussian regions, and similar
for Gaussian data, as would be expected and desired.
The optimum number of classes appeared to be greater
for the K-Wishart classifier than the standard Wishart classifier because the extra feature of non-Gaussianity gives an
additional source of class distinguishability. It appears that
the tighter non-Gaussian class boundaries of the K-Wishart
classification lead to improved polarimetric distinction, at least
around point sources within the background clutter. Further
work with detailed ground truth data is needed to verify the
class-distinguishing ability of the K-Wishart classifier because
this would be a desired feature in many applications.
This paper has indicated the importance of knowing an
appropriate number of classes and estimating ENL due to data
correlation, and we are currently developing improved methods.
We shall also test the classifier on other data sets to better
characterize the significance of non-Gaussian information in
classification.
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